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Aids to Bible Study 
Bible Dictionaries 

By FREDERICK W. DANKER 

[EDITORIAL NOTB: This article coasrirures Chaprcr IX of a conremplaled 
book with rhe tirle Aid.s lo Bibi, S111"1 by Professor Danker. In previous 
.issues we have offered our readers several other projected chapren. Designed 

particularly as a textbook for classroom use, it should be of interest and !l 
to 

every 
Bible srudent, as the favorable response by our readen to the publ' 

anicles indicates. Publication dare is sec for early fall of this year.] 

In his DtJ doclrina Chrisli111111 St. Augustine wrote: 
Certain Kholars have rendered great service by providing the srudent 

of the Sacted Scriprures with interpretations of all Hebrew, S,rian, 
Egyptian, and other foreign expressions and names that are inuoduc:ed 
wi1hour further explanation by the sacred writers. Eusebius through his 
hisrorical invcsrigations developing out of II concern for the di,rine boob 
has also lefr us an indispensable rooL These men have done their work 
so rhar Chrisrians need not search rhrough many aurhors for iofonnatioo 
on some small poinL But there is further need of someone with the proper 
qualifications to produce, io the interests of his fellow Christians, what 
would properly be called a labor of love. What I have in mind is a work 
which would carefully classify and accord individual treatment 10 the 
geographical locations, the flora and fauna, and the stones and unknown 
metals of Scripture (Bk. II, 39). 

Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea, had indeed written a book on geo
graphical names in both the Old and New Testaments Il £el 'tiov 
ToJtL1'.COV 'Ovoµci-r<Ov 'tWV iv tjj 8dq. reacpii, amplified by Jerome 
under the title Liber dtJ situ tJI nomi11ib111 /ocorum HtJbrllicortlm 
(Migne PL, 23, cols. 903-976), but the world waited more than 
1,000 years for the fulfillment of Augustine's dream. Johann 
Heinrich Alsted ( 1588-1638) merits the title of pioneer in this 
area of Biblical interpreters' aids.1 After writing on almost every 
conceivable subject, including T 11b11cologu,: tloclrina tltJ ""'""'• NIN 

tJI ab11s11 
tabaci, 

he must have been in fine fettle for his Tri1~h11s 
Bibliorum Sacror11m ItJII Enc1clot,111Jtlia Biblica (Frankfort, 1625 ). 

In the succeeding century Augustin Calmer published the first 
dictionary of consequence, DictionnairtJ HisloritJNII tJI Crilig111, 

1 Oo the history of Bible dictionaries see McCliorock and Suoog"s C7do
,,.,;., II, 78711.; Tb. Jmsb E.'fl'Jdo,,.iu,, IV, 57711.; and P,J/n Ul,r.r, B,Jlml,, 
Nos. 20-23 (Oct. 1953-Sept. 19.54). 
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AIDS TO BIBLB S'IlJDY 495 

Chronologiqu, Geographlf/UII el Litteral tl11 I• Bibl11 (2 vols., Par.is, 
1722; Supplement, 1728; 4 vols., 1730). The work was uanslated 
by D'Oylcy and Colson and published in England, 17321 under the 
title An Historical, Critical, Geographical, Chronological, 11nd 

&,mological Dictionary of the Holy Bible. Numerous additions 
were made by Charles Taylor (London, 1795) 1 and in 1832-35 
Edward Robinson published a condensed and revised seventh edition. 
The inftuence of Calmet's work is evident in most of the Bible 
dictionaries of the last century. The work is not completely anti
quated even today, for included at the end of this opus is a long 
classified bibliography of interpretive aids, the like of which would 
be difficult to find. 

G. B. Wincr's Biblisches Reworterb11ch ( 2 vols., Leipzig, 
1820, 18331 1847) broke new ground and remained the standard 
work for two generations in Germany. In England John Kitto's 
A. C1clot,aedia of Biblical Liter11111re (Edinburgh, 1843----45; 2d ed.1 

2 vols. by Burgess, 1856; 3d ed. rewritten by Wm. Lindsay Alex
ander, Philadelphia, 1865), set fresh patterns with emphases on 
the religion, literature, and archaeology of the New Testament. 
Biographical sketches of prominent Bible students and discussion 
of rabbinical lore such as the Talmud were for the first time con
sidered substantial ingredients of a Bible diaionary. Both Winer 
and Kitto served as the basis for a number of articles in c,,ctopcdia 
of Biblical, Theologic11l, 1111d. EcclesiaJtical Li1er11111re (New York, 
1894), edited by J. McClintock and J. Strong. 

William Smith's Dictionary of 1h11 Bible (3 vols., London, 
1860-64) soon replaced Kitto in popularity. Based on the 
language of the Authorized Version, this diaionary was the first to 
contain a complete list of proper names in the Old and the New 
Testament and the Apocrypha. Its material on topography is 
superior to that on natural science. The dictionary was designed 
to be noncontroversial, and some of its subjeas are represented by 
several anicles, each treating the matter from a different point of 
view. A revised American edition by H. B. Hackett, assisted by 
Ezra Abbot, was published in New York, 1870 (4 vols.). under 
the title Dr. William Smith's Dictionar1 of 1h11 Bible; Comprising 
Its Antiqi,itias, Biogr11ph1, Geograph'J, and NalNral History. The 
work has fathered a number of one-volume editions. William 
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4:06 AIDS TO BmlE mJDY 

Smith was eminently qualified for this type of work, and his dis
cussions in the 9th edition of The E,1-c1clopaedia Briltmnic•, of 
which he was coeditor, reflect an immense erudition. His article on 
"Bible," however, cost him his chw in divinity. 

Deserving of more than passing mention is T. K. Cheyne and 
J. S. Black's E,Jc1clopedia Biblica (4 vols., New York and London, 
1899-1903). The great number of leading Biblical scholars con
uibuting to this work and the generally high degree of accuracy 
and .completeness pervading it place EB high on the priority list, 
despite its unnecessary skepticism and undue emphasis on conjectural 
criticism. 

A less technical production designed also for laymen was under
taken by James Hastings, with the assistance of John A. Selbie, 
A. B. Davidson, S. R. Driver, and H. B. Swete. The title, A Di&1io-
11ar1 of the Bible D ealin g wilh Its IA,ig tldgc, Lite ralt1re1 and Co• 

tents, l,icl11di 11,g the Biblical Theolog1 (4 vols., New York, 1901-
04; extra vol., 1923), abbreviated HDB, indicates the broad scope 
of this work. Jewish scholars like W. Bacher made signal con
tributions to tbese volumes. A one-volume edition appeared in New 
York, 1909. 

An attempt "to give an account of everything that relates to 
Christ- His Person, Life, Work, and Teaching" - is set forth as 
the aim of A Dictio1111ry of Christ and the Gospels, HDCG, also 
edited by James Hastings, with the assistance of John A. Selbie and 
John C. Lambert (New York and Edinburgh, 1917 ). A parallel 
volume Dictionary of the Apostolic Chttrch (2 vols., New York 
and Edinburgh, 1916), HDAC, edited by the same scholars, en
deavors to do for the rest of the New Tesrament what the former 
did for the Gospels, but does not measure up to the same degree 
of excellence. 

A moderate type of French Biblical scholarship is represented 
in F. Vigouroux's Dictionnaire de La Bible ( 5 vols., and suppls.; 
Paris, 1895 et seq.). This dictionary is compiled with great care 
and will reward the student with rich dividends. 

Less detailed than such dictionaries as Hastings and Cheyne is 
A Standard Bible Dic1ion11ry (SBD), edited by Melanchthon W. 
Jacobus, Andrew C. Zenos, and Edward E. Nourse (New York and 
London, 1909; 2d ed., New York, 1926), which is marked by a 
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AIDS TO BIBLE STIJDY 407 

generally honest and reverent approach. A third revised edition 
was published in New York in 1936 under the title, A New 
S11111tlartl Biblt1 

Diclionary. 
Tht1 InteT1111lio11al Stantlartl Bible En

c1cloptdia, under the general editorship of James Orr (5 vols., 
Chicago, 1915), is drawn up along similar lines and attempts to 
reftea: a "reasonable conservatism." 

ONE-VOLUME D1crIONARIE:S 

A word should perhaps be said about one-volume Bible diction
aries. J. D. Davis' A Dictionary of 1h11 Bible bas long been a re
liable handbook since its first edition in 1898. The book was 
revised and largely rewritten under the direction of Henry Gehman 
and published in Philadelphia, in 1944, under the title The West
minster Diction11r1 of the Bible. The editor claims to have made 
every effort to maintain within limits the Davis "tradition of 
sound and conservative scholarship." Of comparable value, and 
even more up to date, is Harpe,,s Biblt1 Diclio1111r1, by Madeline S. 
Miller and J. L-ine Miller (New York, c.1952), which gives ex
pression to the dominant critical trends of its time. From the 
archaeological and historical point of view it is one of the finest 
handbooks of its type. At the opposite end of the critical spectrum 
is Ungc,,s Bible Dictio1111ry, by Merrill F. Unger (Chicago, 1957), 
which specializes in matters archaeological, historical-geographical, 
biographical, and docuinal. Bibel-uxikon, edited by Herbert Haag, 
with the assistance of A. van d. Born and others (Einsiedeln and 
Zurich, 1951-56), includes most of the material found in ia 
English companions, plus a great deal of topical matter. For ex
ample, three columns with bibliography are devoted to the question 
whether Judas shared in the Last Supper, and five columns are 
spent on the synoptic problem. 

ENCYCLOPEDIC WORKS 

In addition to the works already mentioned, reference should be 
made to publications which refiea special historical or ecclesiastical 
interests. The first of these in point of time is Re11le11z1klopiu:li8 /'in' 
Protestlllllische Theologie 11,,,l Kirch• (PRE), begun by J. J. Her
zog and edited in a third edition by A. Hauck ( 24 vols., Leipzig, 
1896-1913). A condensation and modification of this edition was 
published under the title The N,w Schaff-Herzog Enc1clopedi11 of 
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498 AIDS TO BIBLB STUDY 

Religious Knowktlge (12 vols., New York, 1908-12; 13 vols. 
and suppls., reprint, Grand Rapids, 1949-50). The name "Schaff'' 
re.Beets the fact that the English edition is in fact a reworking of 
a tt:mslation undertaken by Philip Schaff. E1111ngclischcs Kirchn
ltJxikon: Kirchlich-lhtJologischtJs Hm11lworlerb11ch (Gottingen, 
1956--59) follows a similar pattern but on 11 Jess comprehensive 
scale; biographical material especially is curtailed. 

Only the highest praise can be accorded Roman Catholic produc
tions in this same area. The C111holic Enc1clopcdia (CE, 16 vols. 
and suppls.; New York, 1907 et seq.) has rendered long and valu
able service but is eclipsed by two foreign publications. The older 
of these, Diclionnairc de ThtJologie Ca1holiqtttJ1 was published in 

15 volumes in Paris, between the years 1909 and 1950. Its Italian 
counterpart Enciclopcdia Ca1tolica (EC) is briefer-only 12 
volumes - but was produced over a shorter period of time ( 1948-
54) and is therefore more up to date in almost every entry. The bib
liographies accompanying even the briefest articles help make 
the work an indispensable tool. The indexes in Vol. 12, cols. 2043 
-2058 indicate the amount of Biblical material nvailable in this 
encyclopedia. More modest in scope is Lexicon fiir Theologie ,md 

Kirchc (2d ed., rev. Josef Hofer and Karl Rabner; Freiburg, 
1957- ). M. Buchberger edited the previous IO-volume edition 
of the latter work (1930-38). 

Not to be overlooked are two superior Jewish encyclopedias. The 
first of these is the elaborate and scholarly ThtJ ]1u11irh Enc1clopedi11 

(JE, 12 vols.; New York and London, 1907), edited by Isidore 
Singer. The Universal Jewish Enc1clopedia (UJE), edited by Isaac 
Landman (10 vols. and index; New York, c. 1939- ) is not 
inferior in its scholarship, but is drawn up in a more popu!ar vein 
in the interests of Jewish public relations and devotes a major part 
of the work to modern Jewish life and biography. 

As a rule of thumb one may say that a great percentage of what 
one can expect to find in the general Bible dictionary is not covered 
in these encyclopedias. Thus, for example, HOB has an article on 
"Stomach," but CE has only a reference to the invention of the 
stomach pump in its article on "Medicine." This circumstance is 

indicative of the charaeteristic dift'e.rences between Bible dictionaries 
and .religious encyclopedias. The former concentrate on Biblical 
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terms and expressions, the latter on those phenomena characteristic 
of each of the sponsoring groups. Thus Schaff-Herzog spotlights 
scholars and other historically significant personages who have 
made distinct conuibutions inside Protestantism. The Roman 
Catholic and Jewish encyclopedias do the same for their distin
guished men and women. On the other hand, a certain ecwnenicity 
ptevails, and instructive varying viewpoints may sometimes be ob
tained by checking in all three groups. 

A work that combines the principal features of these encyclo
pedias with the detail one can expect to find in a Bible dictionary is 
the C1clot,edia of Biblict1l, Theologict1l, and Ecclesit1s1ict1l Li1ert1lt1re 
(New York, 1895), edited by J. McClintoek and J. Suong. This 
marvelous work not only lacks the parochialism of the previous 
encyclopedias, but covers, in addition to classical mythology, such 
a remote area as Japanese mythology. Classical antiquities are 
generously treated. Where else, except in some learned German 
tome, could one expect to find an article, not to speak of a drawing, 
on the "Sistrum'"? Even in matters where CE would, it might be 
assumed, have a monopoly McClintock and Strong should not be 
overlooked. "Stabat Mater," to take but one example, is treated by 
the latter in much greater detail. 

Four other works of an encyclopedic nature should be mentioned. 
Re11llexicon /iJr A111ike ,mtl Chris1e111111n: St1ch111orlerbt1ch Ztlr A11s
ein11111lerse1z1mg des Chris1e11lmns milder An1ike,i lJ'ell (RAC), 
edited by Theodor Klauser (Stuttgart, 1950- ), aims to demon
strate the continuity and relation between pre-Christian and the 
early Christian periods. Thus the article "Diakon" discusses the 
history of the term deacon and devotes three columns to the in
terpretation of Aets 6: lff. The person of Abraham is first treated 
from the standpoint of the Old Testament, then of later Judaism, 
paganism, the New Testament, patristic literature, Christian liturgy, 
Christian exorcism, and finally from the standpoint of Christian 
art. The relevant literature is then cited. Fourteen columns are 
devoted to "Adoption," by L Wenger and A. Oepke, including a 
discussion of vto&a(a. Oriental, Greek-Roman, and Christian prac
tices are first discussed, and then the metaphorical usage is uaced. 
A greater emphasis on Christian cult is to be noted in Dic1io11nllire 
D' Archlologia Chrllitmne el De Liltlrp, edited by Fernand Cabrol 
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:ind Henri Lcclercq (15 volumes; Paris, 1924-53). Here the article 
on Abraham concerns itself with the appearance of Abraham in the 
intertestamenrol literature and in liturgy. An article on concord
ances appears, but the discussion centers in an early fragment con
sisting of passages taken from the Psalms, which seems to reBect 
a rudimentary concordance effort. A bibliography directs the reader 
to 

later 
concordance developments. 

A strong comparative theological interest is evident in Di11 R,
ligion ;,,. Geschichle ,md Gegem11ar1: Hnm/,111or1erbttch /iir Th,o
logie mul Religio,muisse11schn/t (RGG, 5 vols. and index, 2d ed., 
rev.; Tiibingen, 1927-32). A third edition is in process under 
the direction of Kurt Galling. En,,,clopedia of Religion a11d Ethics 
(ERE), edited again by that master cataloguer James Hastings, 
assisted by John A. Selbie and others (13 volumes, New York, 
1928), concerns itself with almost every conceivable topic germane 
to the religions of the world, and should be consulted on theo
logically significant Biblical terminology. "Baptism," for example, 
is ue:ued in its Hindu, Jewish, Moslem, and Polynesian concextS, to 

mention but a few. 
WORDBOOKS 

Related to the more encyclopedic Biblical works are the more 
specialized treatments of select word areas, designed for the reader 
who is not familiar with the original Biblical languages. Alan 
Richardson's A Theological l'r'ordbook of the Bible (New York, 
c. 1950) falls into this category, along with Jean Jacques Allmen's 
Vocab11laire Bibliq11e. The first edition of this work appeared in 
Paris, 1954. A uanslarion of the second French edition was made 
by P. J. Allcock and others, under the tide A Conipanion 10 the 
Bible (New York, 1958). A kind of miniature Kittel,2 featuring 
theologically significant terms found in Luther's translation and 
modern German versions, was published in Gottingen, 1954, 
under the title Biblisch-Th,ologisches Hantlworlorbttch %1'r Lnther

bibel 11ml zu n1111ren O bersenungen. A second revised edition ap
peared in 1959. Judicious use of the index prefacing this valuable 
work will aid greatly in opening its treasures. 

2 I discuss TlnoloiisdJ•s Wort•rl,•dJ a• Nn•11 T•st••••I, ed. Gerhard 
Kinel and Gerhard Friedrich (Smngan. 1933 et seq.) in Cb. VII of my A.ills 
lo Bil,/• St•~• 
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PAULY-WISSOWA 

A richly loded mine often overlooked is Pfl11l1s Refllcnc1clo,piiJie 
J,r Classischen Al1e,111mswissc-11schfl/l (ed. G. Wissowa, Stuttgart, 
1893- ). Vol. II A, 2 (2d series) includes, for example, a two
page discussion on "L. Sergius Paullus" ( cols. 1715-18) and 
discusses the question whether Paul took this minor official's name. 
Vol. XX, 2 carries the curious information that the Ethiopian 
Church enrolled Pontius Pilate among the saints (June 25) and 
that Coptic uadition asserts he died for the Savior. lo Vol. XXIII, 1 
Arthur Weiser has a long and detailed discussion on the Psalms 
(cols. 1161-1220). 

THE USE OF BIBLE DICTIONARIES 

The exuaordinary range of material in all these tomes, both 
large and small, is utterly astonishing. The quality likewise is 
often exceptional, since the writers of such articles are usually 
chosen because of their competence in the particular area assigned 
to them. Limits of space, furthermore, discourage that prolixity 
which sometimes is a bane to intellectual digestion. 

The use one may make of these volumes will vary from time to 

time. Perhaps one of their chief values, in addition to the capsuling 
of information, is the select bibliographies the larger works offer on 
most subjects. These ,?tUSt, of course, be brought up to date, but 
not all the standard works of yesteryear are antiquated, and the 
supplementary volumes will help keep one abreast. Time is of the 
essence, and it is wise, if the work contains one, to go directly to 

the index volume. If the dictionary includes an index of Greek 
terms, additional resources are opened. Thus one can readily find 
Benjamin Warfield's article on "Little Ones" in HDCG (Vol. 2), 
which casts fresh light on such passages as Matt. 18:6; Mark 9:42; 
and Luke 17:2. Most commentaries carry only a few lines of ex
planation. Warfield expends almost six columns on the expression 
in an effort tO demonstrate that the phrase has reference to the 
humble disciples of Jesus. 

It is wise to keep in mind the varying accents of the different 
dictionaries and encyclopedias. Thus, if the subject is "Baptism," 
it might be well to get the general picture out of one of Hastings' 
works, but for specific Jewish considerations JE should be consulted. 
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For an exalting religious experience as well as an unanticipated 
exegetical reward James Cooper's article on "Nunc Dimittis" io 
HDCG (Vol. II) should be read, but for its liturgical fommcs 
CE is the work to check. 

A certain amount of ingenuity must be held in reserve to tap 
these catalogued treasures. For example, in looking for material on 
concordances I had no difficulty in finding an excellent treatment 
under "Concordances" in McClintock and Strong, but I had to go 
to "Greek Language" to check on older editions of New Testament 
grammars and lexicons. Sometimes the encyclopedia is itself in
consistent. Schaff-Herzog, for example, carries an article on New 
Testament lexicons but none on New Testament gramm:irs. This 
lack of consideration can be most frustrating. 

Caution must be observed at all times in adopting views and 
conclusions that may have been antiquated by more recent findings. 
but the Bible dictionary and related works judiciously used an 

greatly enrich one's knowledge and extend one's spiritual horizons. 
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